Both humans and non-human animals have the ability to navigate and make decisions within complex environments. This ability is largely dependent upon learning and memory processes, many of which are known to depend on NMDA-sensitive receptors. When humans come to difficult decisions they often pause to deliberate over their choices. Similarly, rats pause at difficult choice points. This behavior, known as vicarious trial and error (VTE), is hippocampally dependent and entails neurophysiological representations of expectations of future outcomes in hippocampus and downstream structures. In order to determine the dependence of VTE behaviors on NMDA-sensitive receptors, we tested rats on a Multiple-T choice task with a reward-delivery reversal known to elicit VTE. Rats under the influence of NMDA-receptor antagonists (CPP) showed a significant reduction in VTE, particularly at the reward reversal, implying a role for NMDA-sensitive receptors in the generation of vicarious trial and error behaviors.
Introduction
Under certain conditions, particularly during learning and after changes in reward contingencies, rats pause at difficult decisionpoints and serially turn back and forth towards the available options (Muenzinger, 1938; Tolman, 1938 Tolman, , 1939 Tolman, , 1948 . This behavior was called vicarious trial and error (VTE) and was hypothesized to entail the serial consideration of possible paths, that is, deliberation. This behavior was originally described by Tolman (1938) as a conflict-driven behavior at a choice point, and can be seen during odor or visual discrimination tasks, as well as on the radialarm maze and on T-maze tasks (Brown, 1992; Hu & Amsel, 1995; Johnson & Redish, 2007; Tolman, 1938; van der Meer, Johnson, Schmitzer-Torbert, & Redish, 2010) . VTE generally occurs early in learning and decreases with time and experience (Tolman, 1938; van der Meer et al., 2010) . Increased levels of early VTE behavior have been correlated with better performance and more efficient learning (Muenzinger, 1938; Tolman, 1939) . VTE is abolished with hippocampal lesions (Hu & Amsel, 1995) and is related to activity levels in hippocampus as measured by cytochrome-oxidase staining (Hu, Xu, & Gonzalez-Lima, 2006) . Recently, Johnson and Redish (2007) discovered that decoded hippocampal representations transiently swept forward down possible choices during VTE events, and van der Meer and Redish (2009) discovered that ventral striatal reward representations transiently reactivated during VTE events, confirming Tolman's hypotheses that VTE reflects a serial representation of possibilities (in hippocampus) and the development of an expectation of reward contingencies (in ventral striatum). The Johnson and Redish (2007) and van der Meer and Redish (2009) results were found in rats running on a Multiple-T task, in which animals ran through a sequence of low-cost choices until they reached a high-cost choice where they turned left or right to receive food reward (Schmitzer-Torbert & Redish, 2002; van der Meer et al., 2010) . VTE behaviors were observed to primarily occur at the final (high-cost) choice point, and could be quantitatively measured by comparing the time spent at the final choice point relative to one of the earlier (control) points (van der Meer et al., 2010) . Interestingly, animals showed VTE behavior during early laps on the task, and the behavior decreased or vanished altogether with repeated laps of unchanging sequence within the day. During later laps within the session, animals ran straight through the choice point without pausing (Schmitzer-Torbert & Redish, 2002; van der Meer et al., 2010) .
